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Murder isn't a very sociabe way of getting your kicks - but then, Jay Deaney was neve a very sociable sort of
guy... He was young rich, attractive and bored. He needed excitement - and he meant to get it. For months he
had waited - patiently cntroling the insane urge which nagged at his mind. And then he saw hera t a film
festival in the South Of France - the blonde staret who was to provide him with the biggest thrill of his life...
the girl he intended to murder...
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From Reader Review Not Safe to be Free for online ebook

Kedar says

Quick read packed with everything. Builds up until the end. A very expected ending.
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Ben says

Another good Chase novel, my favourite and perhaps the most interesting characters sadly did not make it to
the finish line but it could be expected with Chase, always a case of good characters, who/how many will
die? Far from his best works in my opinion, nonetheless it had moments of brilliance.


